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	This book has provided me with the information to jump right into creating web applications with Visual Basic. It is an excellent training guide and at the same time, it provides real-world examples that can be reused in multiple projects and applications. (A developer's comment on the previous edition of Murach's ASP.NET, posted online)


	Already know how to code in Visual Basic 2010? Then, master web programming with this .NET 4 edition of the ASP.NET book that's a favorite of developers. It teaches beginners how to develop web applications from scratch, while more seasoned professionals use it as a time-saving guide whenever they need the "how-to" details that take forever to find online.


	Here's a quick rundown on what developers have always liked best about this book:


	#1: Complete applications show you how all the pieces interact

	The key to mastering ASP.NET 4 is to have plenty of real-world applications that guide you in using the skills you're learning...and that help you avoid the problems that you can run into as you build complex web sites. That's why this book gives you complete applications, including the web forms, the aspx code, and the VB code. Download the applications for free from the Murach website, and experiment with them on your own to see how valuable they are.


	#2: It gives you a 6-chapter section on database programming that's geared to business applications

	Database handling is crucial in business programming, yet it's glossed over in just a chapter or two in many books. In contrast, this 6-chapter section teaches you how to use SQL data sources and ASP.NET data controls to develop database applications with little or no VB code. Then, it teaches how to use object data sources to create 3-layer applications that let you separate the presentation code from the data access code. And each topic is illustrated using examples like maintenance and shopping cart applications...the kind of database applications you'll deal with every day.


	#3: It teaches you ASP.NET development the way it should be done, using Visual Studio 2010

	The 1.x edition of this book was one of the first to teach web development using Visual Studio instead of tools like Notepad. Today, no developer should miss out on the productivity features of Visual Studio 2010. So they're integrated throughout this book, rather than being relegated to just a chapter or two at the beginning.


	#4: It teaches you ASP.NET 4 features when they're appropriate, not just convenient

	In contrast to some books, the ASP.NET 4 features haven't just been tacked onto the chapters from the previous .NET 3.5 edition. Instead, author Anne Boehm has carefully analyzed how the changes affect the way you develop web applications and what you need to learn when. That means this book integrates the new material with the classic ASP.NET features that haven't changed, giving you a cohesive, fluid approach to learning web programming the way it's done today.


	#5: The distinctive paired-pages format* makes learning...and reference...a breeze

	A few years ago, a customer used the term "paired pages" to describe our presentation style, and the name has stuck. It means that this book presents each topic in a two-page spread. The right page gives screen shots, code, syntax, bulleted details whatever is needed to illustrate and summarize the topic; the left page provides extra explanation and perspective as needed. That makes it easy for developers at any level to skim through material they already know and focus on what's new to them. It means less reading for everyone. And it makes the book a quick and easy-to-use reference guide once you're done training.

	(*To see how the paired pages work, you can download free chapters from the Murach web site.)
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Preimplantation Genetic DiagnosisCambridge University Press, 2009
Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is a key technique in modern reproductive medicine. Originally developed to help couples who were at risk of transmitting single-gene genetic abnormalities to their children, the development of the FISH technique broadened chromosome analysis to include detection of more complex inherited abnormalities....
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Tangled Web: Tales of Digital Crime from the Shadows of Cyberspace (Queconsumerother)Que, 2000
With the intense growth of e-business, we hear about an increase in hacking and technology-based criminal incidents. Institutions such as Citibank and Ebay have faced intrusions that have cost them millions of dollars in damages. With the onset of these criminal attacks, there is an increase in demand for products and services that provide more...
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Business, Economics, and Finance with Matlab, GIS, and Simulation ModelsCRC Press, 2004

	Although there are hundreds of books about MATLAB, there are no books that fully explore its value in the field of business economics. Few books describe how geographic information can be explicitly incorporated in business decisions, or explain how sophisticated MATLAB applications can be provided to users via the Internet using a...
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Electrical Energy Efficiency: Technologies and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The improvement of electrical energy efficiency is fast becomingone of the most essential areas of sustainability development,backed by political initiatives to control and reduce energydemand.


	Now a major topic in industry and the electrical engineeringresearch community, engineers have started to focus on analysis,diagnosis and...
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Handbook of Computer Vision and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 1999

	The third volume of the Handbook on Computer Vision and Applications
	is centered on system aspects and applications. The system
	aspect actually has two meanings. First, there is the question of how
	all components that make up a computer vision system and that have
	been discussed in the rst two volumes of the handbook are put together...
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Computer Programming Concepts and Visual BasicPearson Education, 2020

	Hardware refers to the machinery in a computer system (such as the monitor, keyboard, and

	CPU) and software refers to a collection of instructions, called a program (or project), that

	directs the hardware. Programs are written to solve problems or perform tasks on a computer.

	Programmers translate the solutions or tasks into a...
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